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~U~1L~
Pursuant to the provisions of the Public Employees' Fair
Employment Act of the State of New York (Civil Service Law, Article
140) THIS AGREEMENT, entered into this 20th day of
June 2001 , by and between the GOWANDA CENTRAL
SCHOOl, DISTRICT (herein called the" Board") and the GOWANDA TEACHERS'
ASSOCIATION, (herein called the "Association")
WITNESSETHg
~~HEREAS, the parties hereto desire to provide, through this
AgreeJnent, methods for orderly collective bargaining between the Board
and the Association, to secure prompt and equitable salaries and
working conditions for employees in the recognized negotiating unit,
and to provide the finest quality education for the students of Gowanda
Central School Districto
WHEREAS, this Agreement has been negotiated pursuant to the
provisions of the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act, and is
governed by the ~rovisions of New York State Civil Service 0
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and the
agreement herein contained, the Board and the Association~ through
their duly authorized representatives, agree as followsg
4
~~x~~~ x = ~~COG~X~IO~
lo~l ~a~i~i~i~~ - The Gowanda Board of Education, having determined
that the Gowanda Teachers' Association is supported by a majori~y of
the instructional staff* except the Chief Executive Officer, Building
principals; other Administrators and Per Diem Substitutes, hereby
recognizes the Gowanda Teachers' Association as the exclusive
negotiating agent for the instructional staffo
The Board agrees not to negotiate with any other teacher
organi.zation other than the Association for the duration of this
Agreement 0
*Instructional staff shall mean all full time personnel and long
term substitutes (employed in a position to fill a temporary vacancy in
a permanent position due to a long term absence or leave, such
employment would be for a duration of four' (4) months or more) holding
a teaching certificate issued by the State Education Department 0
~~X~~~ XI = ~C~~~~ ~X~~~X~~ ~X@~~~
2o~1 ~efi~i~i~~ = The Board and the Association recognize that subject
only to the provisions of this Agreement, the management, direction and
control of the Board's business, operation, and Dersonnel are
exclusively the function of the Board 0
It is the inten'tion hereof, that all rights, po\vers, ,~r,~r0gatives
and authorities are retained by the Board, except those that are
specifically abridged or modified by this Agreemento
5
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30~1 ~M~~ ~~~M~~i@~~ - The Board of Education of Gowanda Central
School agrees to deduct from the salaries of its employees dues for the
Gowanda Teachers' Associationo Teacher authorization shall be in
writing on a form provided by the Association, and this authority shall
be continuous while employed in this school system or until withdrawn
by written notice 0 This authorization waives all rights and claims for
said monies so deducted and transmitted in accordance with this
authorization and relieves the Board of Education and all its officers
from any liability thereforo Said dues amount shall be verified by the
Association by September 10th of each yearo
All new authorizations and listings of teachers from whom dues are
to be deducted, together with the total amount of the duesp shall be
submitted and in the hands of the business office no later than five
school days before the first deduction date, which shall be the second
pay period in the month of September0 Those names not submitted by
that date shall not be included or added at any later date, except for
teachers who are hired after September 10
The number of pay periods involved shall be 20 consecutive
periods, and commencing with the second pay period in September 0
Individual payroll deductions shall be prorated according to the
20 piayperiods involved, with adiustments for odd amounts to be made in
the last payrollo
At the end of each month, or as soon thereafter as possible, the
business office shall transmit to the Gowanda Teachers' Association, a
6
check payable to the Association for the total amount of that month's
deductions 0
. 3o@~ ~~~~~W w~~ - The Board agrees to deduct from the wages of all
employees covered by this negotiating unit who are not members of the
Associationg an agency fee in the amount equivalent to the dues of the
Associationo
The above paragraph shall only be applicable if the Association
has established and maintained a procedure providing for the refund to
any employee demanding the return of any part of an agency shop fee
deduction which represents the employee's pro rata. share of
expenditures by the Association in aid of activities or causes of a
political or ideological nature only incidentally related to terms a.nd
conditions of employment 0
The Association shall indemnify and hold harmless the School
District and its officials or employees from any ca\ise of actiong
claimv loss or damages incurred as a result of the deductions of any
agency fee from any employee 0
3o~J ~se@~i~~i@~ ~~~i~~~~ ~~w~ - A maximum.of six (6) days in total Der
school year shall be granted to an Association representative for the
purpose of attending to unit businesso The Association President shall
give at least one (1) week's written advance notice of the date of the
leave; and the name of the representative to the Superintendent of
Schoolso The Association shall be responsible to compensate in full a
substitute's salarYg if one is neededg as t6 be determined by the
7
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Superintendent 0
Such leave shall be limited to the President of the Association,
the Grievance Chairman, the Negotiating Chairman and Association
Delegates to Union conferences, workshops and conventionso
The intent of this paragraph is not to allow six (6) days per
person., but a total of six (6) days for unit business per school yearo
Additional Association Leave Davsg An additional four (4) days in
total per school year may be used by the above designated union
officials upon the approval of the Superintendent0
The president of the Association will be relieved of all
instructional and non-instructional duties for one instructional period
per day to transact Association and/or District businesso This
provision is subject to review in January of the final year of the
contract with the intent of the parties to prepare the provision for
negotiations in a successor agreement 0
Jo~~ S~h@@l w~~ili~i~~ - Association activities that require use of
school facilities and time during the day must have prior approval from
the Superintendent 0
3o@5 A~~@~i~~i@~ M~~~i~~ - The Teachers' Association will pay the
expenses of a delegat.e to the Representative assembly and other
Association meetings and a substitute's salary if one is needed 0
8
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~o@~ ~~~l~~~~i@~ @~ ~~~~@~~ ~ WHEREASg the establishment and
maintenance of a harmonious and cooperative relationship between the
Board of Education and its teachers is essential to the operation of
the schoolsg it is the purpose of this procedure to secureg at the
lowesi: possible administrative levelg equitable solutions to alleged
grievances of teachers through procedures under which they may present
grievances free from coerciong interferenceg restraintg discrimination
or reprisalg and by which the Board of Education (hereinafter sometimes
referred to as the Board) and its teachers are afforded adequate
opportunity to dispose of their differences without the necessity of
time consuming and costly proceedings before administrative agencies
and/or in the courtso
~o ~~~i~i~i@~~
10 A qrievance is an alleged violationg misapplication or
misinterpretation of the terms of this Agreementg excluding
Article XIIg Paragraph 120010 Grievances filed under this
definition may be resolved through binding arbitration as
defined in Article IVg Stage 40
20 The term Supervisor shall mean any department chai~Anang area
directorg principalg assistant principalg immediate
supervisorg or other administrative or supervisory officer
responsible for the area in which an alleged grievance arises
except for the executive officero
30 The Chief Officer is the Superintendent of Schools 0
9
-
4,. Association shall mean Gowanda Teachers' Association 0
50 Aqqrieved Party will mean any person or group of persons in
the negotiating unit filing a grievanceo
60 Party in Interest shall mean the Grievance Committee of the
Association and any party named in a grievance who is not the
aggrieved party 0
7 0 Grievance Committee is the committee created and constituted
by the Gowanda Teachers' Associationo
e:0 Hearinq Officer shall mean any individual or board charged
with the duty of rendering decisions at any stage of the
grievance procedure hereunder 0
ll~ ~ g'(Q)~ ~(~h!.R g'<e ~
10 All grievances shall include the name and position of the
aggrieved partYg the identity of the provision of the lawg
this Agreement, policiesg etco involved in the said
grievanceg the time when and the place where the alleged
events or conditions constituting the grievance existedg
identity of the party responsible for causing the said events
or conditions u if known to the ag'grieved party and a general
statement of the nature of the grievance and the redress
sought by the aggrieved part Yo
2~ Except for informal decisions at stage 1 au all decisions
shall be rendered ic writing at each step of the grievance
procedureu setting forth findings of factg conclusions and
supporting reasons therefore 0 Each decision shall be
promptly transmitted to the teacher and the Associationo
10
30 If a grievance affects a group of teachers, it may be
submitted by the Association directly at Stage 2 described
belowo
40 The preparation and processing of grievancesu insofar as
practicableu shall be conducted after the hours of
employment 0
C":> 0 The Board of Education and the Association agree to
facilitate any investigation which may be required and to
make available any and all material and relevant documentsu
communications and records concerning the alleged grievanceso
60 Except as otherwise provided in Stages 1 a and 1 bu an
aggrieved party and any party in interest shall have the
right at all stages of a grievance to confront and cross-
examine all witnesses called against himu to testify and call
witnesses on his own behalfu and to be furnished with a copy
of any minutes of the proceedings made at each and every
stage of this grievance procedure 0
70 No interferenceu coercion; restraintu discrimination or
reprisal of any kind will be taken by the Board or by any
member of the administration against the aggrieved partyu any
party in interestu any representativeu any member of the
grievance committeeu or any other participant in the
grievance procedure or any other person by reason of such
80
grievance or participation therein 0
Forms for filing grievancesu serving noticesu taking appealsu
and making reports and recommendations and other necessary
11
.
documents shall be jointly developed by the Board and the
Associationo The Chief Executive Officer shall then have
them printed and distributed so as to facilitate operation of
the grievance procedure 0
All documentsg communications and records dealing with the90
processing of a grievance shall be filed sep~rately from the
,personnel files of the participantso
100 Nothing contained herein~will be construed as limiting the
right of any teacher having a grievance tQ discuss the matter
informally with any appropriate member of the amninistration
and having the grievance informally adjusted without
intervention of the Associationg provided the adjustment is
not inconsistent with the terms of this Agreement 0 In the
,event that any grievance is adjusted without formal deter-
,
,
,
minationg pursuant to this procedureg while such adjustment
, shall be binding upon the aggrieved party ,and shall in all
respects be finalg said adjustment shall 'not create a
prec~dent or ruling binding upon either of the parties to
this agreement in futu~e proceedingso
11'0 If an~ provision of this grievance'procedure, or any
application thereofg to any te~cher OL group of teachers in
the negotiating unit shall be 'finally determined by any court
to be contrary to lawg then such provision or applica.tion
shall not be deemed valid and subsisting except to the extent
permitted by lawg but all other provisions or applications
,
will continue in full force and effecto
12
120 The Chief Executive Officer shall be responsible for
accumulating an Official Grievance Record which shall consist
of the written grievance, all exhibits, transcripts,
communications, minutes and/or notes of testimony, as the
case may be, written agreements and.briefs considered at all
levels other than Stage 1 a, and all written decisions at all
stages 0 Official minutes will be kept at board expense of
all proceedings in Stages 2, 3 and 40 A copy of such minutes
will be made available to the aggrieved party and the
Grievance Committee, within two days after the conclusion of
hearings at Stages 2, 3 and 4, shall advise the appropriate
hearing officer of any error in said minuteso Any such claim
of error in the minutes shall indicate the determination made
respecting such claimed error 0 The Official Grievance Record
shall not be deemed a public recordo
130 The existence of the procedure hereby established shall not
be deemed to require any teacher or the Board of Education to
pursue the remedies here provided and shall not in any manner
impair or limit the right of any teacher or the Board of
Education to pursue any other remedies available in any other
forms as long as they are not inconsistent with the terms of
th~s Agreement, and provided that the choice 'not to use the
procedure within this Agreement shall waive the ~ight to file
a \3'rievance on the same issue or facts at any future date 0
c ~ims JLimi'ts
'10 :Since it is import.ant "co good relationships that grieyances
13
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be processed as rapidly as possible, every effort will be
made by all parties to expedite the processo The time limits
specified by either party may be extended only by mutual
consent 0 Time limits for filing a grievance shall not be
extended to accommodate outside legal actiono
20 No written grievance will be entertained as described below,
and such grievance will be deemed waived unless written
grievance is forwarded at the first available stage within
thirty (30) school days from the date of the alleged
violation, misinterpretation, or misapplication of the terms
of this Agreement 0
30 If a decision at one stage is not appealed to the next stage
of the procedure within the time limit specified, the
grievance will be deemed to be discontinued, and further
appeal under the agreement shall be barredo
40 Failure at any stage of the grievance procedure to
communicate a decision to the aggrieved party? his
representatives and the Associa.tion within the specified time
limit shall permit the lodging of an appeal to the next stage
of the procedure within t.h,etime which would have been
allotted had the decisi.on been communicated by the final dayo
,-
.) 0 In the event a grievance is filed on or after June 1, upon
request by or on behalf of the ag9'rievedpcu::ty p -the tim.e
1imit~ set forth herein will be redr~.c~yl pro :c,i..:?.so that 'the
grievance procedure may be exhausted prior to the end of the
school term or as soon thereafter as possibleo
14
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Staqe 1~ Supervisor
A teacher having a grievance will discuss it with his supervisor;
either directly or through a representative; with the objective of
resolving the matter informallyo The supervisor will confer with all
parties in interest; but in arriving at his decision; will not consider
any material or statements offered by or on behalf of any such party in
interest with whom consultation has been had without aggrieved party or
his representative presento If the teacher submits the grievance
"through a representative; the teacher may be present during the
discussion of the grievance 0
If the grievance is not resolved informally; it shall be reduced
to writing and presented to the supervisor 0 Within five (5) school
days after the written grievance is presented to him; the supervisor
.shall; without any further consultation with the aggrieved party in
interest; render a decision thereon; in writing; and present it to the
teacher; his representative; and the Associationo
Staqe 2g Chief Executive Officer
If the teacher initiating the grievance is not satisfied with the
written decision at the conclusion of Stage 1; and wishes to proceed
f\;rther under this grievance procedure; the teacher shall; within five
(5) school days; present the grievance to the Association's Grievance
Committee ior its consideration 0
If the Grievance Committee determines that the teacher has a
15
meritorious grievance, then it will file a written appeal of the
decision at Stage 1 with the Chief Executive Officer within ten (10)
school days after the teacher has received such written decision~
Copies of the written decision at Stage 1 shall be submitted with the
appealu
Within five (5) school days after receipt of the appeal, the Chief
Executive Officer, or his duly authorized representative, shall hold a
hearin9 with the teacher and the Grievance Committee or its
representative and all other parties of interest 0
The Chief Executive Officer shall render a decision in writing to
the teacher, the Grievance Committee and its representative within five
(5) school days after the conclusion of the hearing 0
§~aqe 3g Board of Education
If the teacher and the Association are not satisfied with the
decision at Stage 2, the Grievance Committee will file,an appeal in
writing with the Board of Education within fifteen (15) school days
after receiving the decision at Stage 20 The official grievance record
maintained by the Chief Executive Officer shall be avaiJ.able for the
use of the Board of Education 0
Within ten (10) days after receipt of an appeal, the Board of
Education shall hold a hearing on the grievance 0 The,hearj.ng shall be
conducted in executive sessiono
Within five (5) school days after the conclusion of the llearing,
the Board of Education shall render a decision, in writing, on the
grievance 0
16
Staqe 4g Arbitration
After such hearingg if the teacher and/or Association are not
satisfied with the decision of Stage 3g and the Association determines
that the grievance is meritorious and that appealing it is in the best
interests of the school systemg it may subnlitthe grievance to
arbitration by written notice to the Board of EducatiQn within fifteen
(15) school days of the decision of Stage 30
The parties will attempt to select an arbitrator by mutual
agreement 0 If they are unable to agree on an' arbitrator within ten
(10) days after notice of arbitration has been receivedu then a request
for a list of arbitrators shall be made to the American Arbitration
Association by either party 0 The parties will then be bound by the
rules and procedures of the American Arbitration A,ssociat.iono
The arbitration of grievances as defined in 4001v Section 19 shall
be final and binding on both partieso The arbitrator shall'issue ~is
decision not later than thirty (30) calendar days from the date of the
closing of the hearings, org if the hearings have been waived; then
from the date of transmitting the final statements and proofs to the
arbitrator 0 The decision shall set forth the arbitrator's opinion and
conclusion on the issues submitted 0 The sole power of the arbi.trator
shall be to determine whether there has been a violationg a
misapplication or misinterpretation of this Agreement, and the
arbitra,tor shall have no power or authority to make any decisions which
modify u al,ter, or amend any term of this Agreement or which require the
commission of an act prohibited by lawg or which are violative of the
17
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terms of the Agreemento
The costs for the services of the arbitrator, including per diem
expensesg if any, and actual and necessary travel and subsistence
expens€!sg will be borne equally by the Board of Education and the
Associeltion 0
~~]:~)1~~ V =- ~~~<Clli!~~ W(Q)M Ka(Q)M n ~~~x@~~~~ ~)Q) ~~(Q)~~<C~I~~
5o~1 ~e~~he~ ~i~~$ - Any para-professional personnelg teacher aides or
teacher assistants assigned to assist teachers, shall function under
the direct and immediate supervision of the classroom teacher and not
replace a classroom teachero
~o02 ~:~le~~~~ - The parties agree to establish a joint committee to
meet and confer on the development of the [next year's] school
calendar 0 The three teacher representatives of the committee shall be
selected by the Union President 0 The committee shall discuss the
scheduling of in-service days and the impact, if any, of .the proposed
calendar on the schedule for teacher payrollo
'The school year shall consist of a maximum of 187 days 0 Any
unused snow days may be added either to Easter recess or to Memorial
Day recesso
The District maintains the right to increase the s~hool year from
187 days to 190 days 0 The District agrees to compensate the teachers
an additional 1/200thof their contract salary for each of the
addit:ional dayso These days would be between September 1st and June
18
30tho This requirement may be waived by mutual agreement of the
District and the Associationo If any additional days are intended to be
scheduled the District will notify the Association by January 15thof
the preceding school year of its intent0
In the third year of this Agreementu the District maintains the
right to increase the school year from 188 days to 190 days 0 The
District agrees to compensate the teachers an additional 1/200th of
their contract salary for each of the additional dayso These days
would be between September 1st and June 30tho This requirement may be
waived by mutual agreement of the District and the Associationo If any
additional days are intended to be scheduled the District will notify
the Association by January 15thof the preceding school year of its
i.ntent..
Beginning in the third year of this Agreementu newly hired members
of the instructional staff will participate in two (2) days of in~
service training/preparation during their first year of employment by
the District as their contractual school yearo
lk<em\(Qf~!hl @iE W@rc'k<dlSlW
District school buildings will start operation between the hours
of 7g15 AoMo and 9g15 AoMo Teachers will begin their workday based on
the starting time of the building to which they are assignedo The
length of the workday will remain consistent with the length of the
workday for the 2000=2001 school yearo In the event a District wide
teaching position needs to be assignedu preference will be given to
volunteersu followed by the appointment of the least senior teacher in
the tenure area of the position involved 0 In the event that the
19
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District is involved .in a':renovation/construction project~ the
. . ,
refer~nced ~~arting.times wili' be 're~iewed annually. The Association
.
,
has the right to negotiate the ',impact'of' a~y cha~ge to the workday or
starting times. ,
'
~..!
.
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5.03 E:xt~a-Curricular AssiQnments
- If .a vacancy occurs in a position
listed in Article VI paragraph 6.02, except A-I (Department Heads), the
District will advertise the position by posting in all faculty rooms
.und offices of the District school buildings for at least ten (10)
,days. If no appropriate volunteer applies to fill the position(s),
then 1:he'District may assign an appropriate tenured staff member to the
position. The appointment of'the non-tenured or tenured teacher must
have ithe recommendation of the Superintendent of Schools.
A.
' All positions, Extra-curricular, including Athl~tics, shall
be posted in the Gowanda District by April 1st.
By June 20th, all assignments for positions to be filled:B.
c.
under Paragraph 6.02 will be made and posted.
Concerning Athletic/Coaching positions: In the event that a
certified teacher is hired after the above dates, and
volunteers to assume coaching responsibility for a position
that has been assigned and the previously assigned person
"does not want the coaching position, such staff change may be
D.
made administratively.
When necessary, administrative changes may be made after the
,deadline dates listed above. In the event an administrative
change is going to be made and the coach has been warned, the.
20
District will notify the Association and the Coachp If the
......
Association reque~ts a meetin~v ~he Districf will discuss
such pending action with the Associationo
~-,.
'._-",~.
.-
,
~o@~ ~~@~~~~~~~ ~~~~~. The work load for all Department', Heads is six
.
,
(6) assigned periodso When the opportunity for at least one member of
the department to have only five (5) assigned periods existsv the
opportunity will go to the Department Chairman 0
5~@5 W~i~ ~i~~i~~~l - The Board of Education 'shallv at least thirty
days (30) prior to the Board meeting at which a recommendation is to be
considered that appointment on tenure is not to be granted or that
their services are to be discontinued v notify said teacher of such
intended recommendation and the date of the Boa~d meeting at which it
is to be consideredo Such teacher mayv no later than twenty-one (21)
days prior to such a meetingv request in writing that he/she be
furnished with a written statement giving the reasons. for such
recommendationg and within seven (7) days thereafter such written
statement shall be furnishedo Such teacher may file a written
response to such statement with the District Clerk 'no later than seven
'~7) days prior to the date of the Board meetingo At the Board meeting
at which the recommendation is to be consideredq the teacher shall
Je~uest ten (10) days in advanceq to have the opportunity for a hear~ng
with the Board prior to its action on the recommendation 0 Such hearing
is not 1tobe a public hearing 0 Howeverg the teacher will have a right
to non-l~gal 'representation of the teacher6s choosing and the right to
21
"
-.
presen1: arguments, documents, and witnesses on the teacher's behalf and
to cross-examine any witnesses used to testify against them. When this
procedure is followed, the Board decision is final.
5.06 Course Assiqnment - Each teacher will receive a notice of course,
or in the case of elementary teachers, grade assignment for each new
school year no later than August 1st each year except when extenuating
circumstances require a change in course assignment. All course or
grade changes after August 1st will be on such notice as practicable
and after consultation with the teacher involved.
5.07 ~)Den House and Eveninq Duties - Instructional staff employees
will clttend one school open house per year and will participate in
three (3) evening events as determined by their respective buildings.
The evening events will have a pre-set schedule that was developed and
approv'ed by the bargaining unit members in the building.
5.08 jSubstitute Work - Teachers on the Gowanda preferred eligibility
list 'will be given first preference for substitute work available if
they are certified and qualified in the area needed.
The District and the Association agree that one step in the
emergency substitute plan will include the use of teachers to Govc;r
classes for absent colleagues. Teachers will be compensat2d as follows:
A. At the K-6 level, if only one teacher is absent in a grade
level, then the uncovered class will be shared ~mong the
other teachers in the.grade. The teachers covering the class
. 22'
will share compensation of $120 per dayo
At the 7=12 levelu a pool of teachers willing to give up aBo
pr~paration period to cover a class will be formed 0 The
teacher will be compensated at the rate of $20 per class
period covered 0
The District will initiate this section of the Agreement during
the second semester of the 2000=2001 school yearg if funding is
available: If funding is not available; the District will provide funds
in the 2001-2002 budget and the emergency substitute plan will be in
effect for the 2001-2002 school yearo This plan will be evaluated at
the end of the 2001-2002 school year and a determination regarding
continuance will be madeo
~o@~ ~@~ ~@~~~wi~i@~g
Ao Aldrich Street School = one (1) t~acher ,every 'day selected
from a rotating list of available staf~ in addit~on' to
present personnel will supervise bus 19~dingo
Gowanda Elementary School = two '(2) teachers ,every dayB
'.
selected from a rotating list of available s~aff in addition
to ,one building administrator will supervise bus loadingo
~01~ V@l@~~~~vlx~w@l@~~~xv ~~~~~f~~
Ao Transfer shall be defined as the changed assignment of any
teacher from bu~lding to building or between tenure areas 0
Bo In the event that a teacher transfer is necessaryu the
position will be posted and volunteers will first be
23
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considered.
If there are no satisfactory volunteers, seniority will be
considered, with the teacher with least seniority receiving
first consideration.
Final authority shall rest with the Superintendent who shall
provide written reason(s) to the involuntary transfer
teacher.
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2000-2001
STEP as 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60
1 27000 27192 27384 27576 27768 27960 28152 28344 28536 28728 28920
2 28000 28192 28384 28576 28768 28960 29152 29344 29536 29728 29920
3 29000 29192 29384 29576. 29768 29960 30152 30344 30536 30728 30920
4 30900 31092 31284 31476 31668 31860 32052 32244 32436 32628 32820
5 32703 32895 33087 33279 33471 303663 33855 34047 34239 34431 34623
6 34562 34754 34946 35138 35330 35522 35714 35906 36098 36290 36482
7 36000 36192 36384 36576 36768 36960 37152 37344 37536 37728 37920
8 37500 37692 37884 38076' 38268 38460 38652 38844 39036 39228 39420
9 38800 38992 39184 39376 39568 39760 39952 40144 40336 40528 40720
10 40600 40792 40984 o 41176 41368 41560 41752 41944 42136 42328 42520
11 41600 41792 41984 42176 42368 42560 42752 0 42944 43136 43328 43520
12 43400 43592 43784 43976 . 44168 44360 44552 44744 44936 45128 45320
13 45200 45392 45584 o 45776 . 45968 : 46160 0 46352 46544 46736 46928 47120
14 48800 48992 49184 49376 49568 49760 49952 50144 50336 50528 50720
15 53100 53292 53484 53676 53868 0 54060 54252 54444 54636 54828 55020
16 57443 57635 57827 58019 58211 58403
17 60590
In addition to the above schedule, $650 will be allowed for teachers holding a
Master's degree. One thousand three hundred dollars ($1300) will be allowed on a
longevity basis for those teachers in their 16th or more year of actual service in the
Gowanda SY5tem~ and an additional $1300 in their 19th or more year of actual service in
the Gowanda System, and an additional $1300 in their 21st or more year of actual service
in the Gowanda System, and an additional $1300 in their 23rd or more year of actual
service in the Gowanda School System.
ARTICLE VI
COMPENSATION
6.01 Contract Years 07/01/2000 - 06/30/2005
. The salaries and/or wages of the instructional staff, as defined in this
Agreement for the 2000-2005 school years, and the rules governing the placement of such
teachers on such salary schedule are set forth below. Step placement on the salary
schedule may not be equivalent to years of service.
2001-2002 Everyone Ho!ds on Step
STEP as 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60
1 30550 30742 30934 31126 31318 31510 31702 31894 32086 32278 32470
2 32050 32242 32434 32626 32818 33010 33202 33394 33586 33778 33970
3 33550 33742 33934 34126 34318 34510 34702 34894 35086 35278 35470
4 35050 35242 35434 35626 35818 36010 36202 36394 36586 36778 36970
5 36550 36742 36934 37126 37318 37510 37702 37894 38086 38278 38470
6 38050 38242 38434 38626 38818 39010 39202 39394 39586 39778 39970
7 39550 39742 39934 40126 40318 40510 40702 40894 41086 41278 41470
8 1:1550 41742 41934 42126 42318 42510 42702 42894 43086 43278 43470
9 43550 43742 43934 44126 . 44318 44510 44702 44894 45086 45278 45470
10 45550 45742 45934 46126 46318 46510 46702 46894 47086 47278 47470
11 41550 47742 47934 48126 48318 48510 48702 48894 49086 49278 49470
12 49550 49742 49934 50126 50318 50510 50702 50894 51086 51278 51470
13 51550 51742 51934 52126 52318 52510 52702 52894 53086 53278 53470
14 53550 53742 53934 54126 54318 54510 54702 54894 55086 55278 55470
15 55750 55942 56134 56326 56518 56710 56902 57094 57286 57478 57670
16 59700 59892 60084 60276 60468 60660
17 62850
In addition to the above schedule, $650 will be allowed for teachers holding a
Master's degree. One thousand thee hundred dollars ($1300) will be allowed on a longevity
basis for thos~ teachers in their 16th or more year of actual service in the Gowanda
System, and an additional $1300 in their 19th or more year of actual service in the
Gowanda Syscem, and an additional $1300 in their 21st year or more year of actual service
in the Gowanda System, and an additional $1300 in their 23rd or more year of actual
service in thp G~wanda School System.
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2002-2003 Everyone Holds on Step
STEP as 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 601 32550 32742 32934 33126 33318 33510 33702 33894 34086 34278 344702 34050 34242 34434 34626 34818 35010 35202 35394 35586 35778 359703 35550 35742 35934 36126 36318 36510 36702 36894 37086 37278 374704 37050 37242 37434 37626 37818 38010 38202 38394 38586 38778 389705 38550 38742 38934 39126 39318 39510 39702 39894 40086 40278 404706 40050 40242 40434 40626 40818 41010 41202 41394 41586 41778 419707. 42000 42192 42384 42576 42768 42960 43152 43344 43536 43728 439208 44000 44192 44384 44576 44768 44960 45152 45344 45536 45728 459209 46000 46192 46384 46576 46768 46960 47152 47344 47536 47728 4792010 48000 48192 48384 48576 48768 48960 49152 49344 49536 49728 4992011 50000 50192 50384 50576 50768 50960 51152 51344 51536 51728 5192012 52000 52192 52384 52576 52768 52960 53152 53344 53536 53728 5392013 54000 54192 54384 54576 54768 54960 55152 55344 55536 55728 5592014 56000 56192 56384 56576 56768 56960 57152 57344 57536 57728 5792015 58150 58342 58534 58726 58918 59110 59302 59494 59686 59878 6007016 62100 62292 62484 62676 62868 6306017
65250
In addition to the above schedule, $650 will be allowed for teachers holding a
Master's degree. One thousand "three hundred dollars ($1300) will be allowed on a
longevity basis for those teachers in their 16th or more year of actual service in the
Gowanda SY3tem, and an additional $1300 in their 19th or more year of actual service in
the Gowanda System, and an add~tional $1300 in their 21st or more year of actual service
in the ~owar13 System, and an additional $1300 in their 23rd or more year of actual
service i:! L. ~Gowanda School System.
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2003-2004
STEP as 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60
1 32750 32942 33134 33326 33518 33710 33902 34094 34286 34478 34670
2 34250 34442 34634 34826 35018 35210 35402 35594 35786 35978 36170
3 35750 35942 36134 36326 36518 36710 36902 37094 37286 37478 37670
4 37250 37442 37634 37826 38018 38210 38402 38594 38786 38978 39170
"5 38750 38942 39134 39326 39518 39710 39902 40094 40286 40478 40670
6 40250 40442 40634 40826 41018 41210 41402 41594 41786 41978 42170
7 42200 42392 42584. 42776 42968 43160 43352 43544 43736 43928 44120
8 44200 44392 44584 44776 44968 45160 45352 45544 45736 45928 46120
9 ,-~6200 46392 46584 46776 46968 47160 47352 47544 47736 47928 48120
10 48200 48392 48584 48776 48968 49160 49352 49544 49736 49928 50120
11 50200 50392. 50584 50776 50968 51160 51352 51544 51736 51928 52120
12 52200 52392 52584 52776 52968 53160 53352 53544 53736 53928 54120
13 54200 54392 54584 54776 54968 55160 55352 55544 55736 55928 56120
14 56500 56692 56884 57076 57268 57460 57652 57844 58036 58228 58420
15 60400 60592 60784 60976 61168 61360 61552 61744 61936 62128 62320
16 64350 64542 64734 64926 65118 65310
17 67500
1:1 addition to the above schedule, $650 will be allowed for teachers holding a
Master's degree. One thousand three hundred dollars ($1300) will be allowed on a
longevity basis for those teachers in their 16th or more year of actual service in the
Gowanda System~ and an additional $1300 in their 19th or more year of actual service in
the Gowand~ Sy tem, and an additional $1300 in their 21st or more year of actual service
in the Gowanda System, and an ~dditional $1300 in their 23rd or more year of actual
service in the Gowand~ School Systemo
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2004-2005
STEP BS 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60
1 34000 34192 34384 34576 34768 34960 35152 35344 35536 35728 35920
2 35000 35192 35384 35576 35768 35960 36152 36344 36536 36728 36920
3 36250 36442 36634 36826 37018 37210 37402 37594 37786 37978 38170
4 37250 37442 37634 37826 38018 38210 38402 38594 38786 38978 39170
5 38750 38942 39134 39326 39518 39710 39902 40094 40286 40478 40670
6 40250 40442 40634 40826 41018 41210 41402 41594 41786 41978 42170
7 42250 42442 42634 42826 43018 43210 43402 43594 43786 43978 44170
8 44200 44392 44584 44776 44968 45160 45352 45544 45736 45928 46120
9 46250 46442 46634 46826 47018 47210 47402 47594 47786 47978 48170
10 48250 48442 48634 48826 49018 49210 49402 49594 49786 49978 50170
11 50250 50442 50634 50826 51018 51210 51402 51594 51786 51978 52170
12 52250 52442 52634 52826 53018 53210 53402 53594 53786 53978 54170
13 54250 54442 54634 54826 55018 55210 55402 55594 55786 55978 56170
14 56500 56692 56884 57076 57268 _ 57460 57652 57844 58036 58228 58420
15 62650 62842 63034 63226 63418 63610 63802 63994 64186 64378 64570
16 66700 66892 67084 67276 67468 67660
17 69850
In addition to the above schedule, $650 will be allowed for teachers holding a
Master's degree. One thousand three hundred dollars ($1300) will be allowed on a
longevity basis for those teachers in their 16th or more year of actual service in the
Gowanqa Systew, and an additional $1300 in their 19th or more year of actual service in
the G'lwanda 51at:em,and an additional $1300 in their 21st or more year of actual service
in the Gowa~lda System, and an additional $1300 in their 23rd or more year of actual
service in the Gowanda School System.
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Provisions:
A.
"
All teachers to be placed on step and compensated in
accordance with their credited years' of'e~perience and their
B..
level of preparation.
All teachers will be paid for credit hours in bloCks of:six
(6) college credit courses as reflected in ,the salary
schedule above. It is understood that the Superintendent
reserves the right, which shall be final, to disapprove a
payment for courses which are not in an ,individual's field of
instruction or deemed contributory to advancement'in'his
profession. Only graduate ,courses will be approved.except
where extenuating circumstances, exist.' ,In all cases, prior
,
'
approval will be ma.ndat,ory before', 'any credit is given for
c.
undergraduate work.
A certified teacher lacking ~ B.S. d~gi~e will have their
, ,
appropriate B.S. 'Salary steps ~ed~ce~ by ~ne ~~n~red and
ninety-two dollars ($192) for each block o~ six (6) college
credits lacking the BoS. degr~~~
1.. IQ)@~~g>~!m~1ill~ llir~<al~~ (Q)(Q)=(Q)], (Q)(Q)=@~' 31 ~x:'o (Z) ~~o ~~~o
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Physical Education (Diro)$2163 2163 2463 2763 3063
English $2163 2163 2463 2763 3063
Industrial Arts $2163 2163 . ~463 2763 3063
Mathematics $2163 2163 2463 2763 3063
Athletics (Director) $2163 2163 2463 2763 3063
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The Board of Education agrees to pay salaries as followsg
providing the programs are offeredg
1ffi.o ~~l~~i@~ ~@~i~i@~ = ~@~=~~~l@~i~
All advisors with Appendix C section "A" servi'ce credited in
Gowanda Central School who have been in the same titled position for
three or more years are to be placed on the stipend schedule at the
third year of service (for the 2000=2001 school year) and receive an
additional $3000 Additional service step inc'rements will be paid at
the sixth year and the ninth year in the same,positiono Each
additional service step increment will be valued at $300~ Advisors,
will retain their seryice step status ,in the event.of a b~eak'of
service and are to be placed commensurate with their. level of
experience upon return 0 A person who has three (3) o~ more years of
I.' .
e~isting service in Appendix C appointm~nt and' either adde'an ,
additional assignment or changes to' any other appendix C, assignment
,
'
, ,
will be credited with 3 years of service at the new assignmento The
maximum credit for service providedg prior to the'2000=01 schoo~ yearg
will be three (3) years 0
----
paid an additional seventy=five dollars ($75) for each member that
exceeds eight (8) 0
.
~<> (Q)'lt.1ffi~~ ~~~i<Q1!ffim(sm\'lt.~ (0)(0)=(0)], «)1=@5) J ~g'o 6) 1"&"0 ~'H'~o
Level 10
Brochure Writing and Laybut $1719 1719 2019 2319 2619
Ticket Sales Supervisor $1719 171~ 2019 2319 2619
School Paper Advisor $1719 1719 2019 2319 2619
Web Writer Advisor $1719 1719 2019 2319 2619
Spring Musical Director $1719 1719 2019 2319 2619
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Music (Director)
,
$2163
$2163Art (Director)
Science $2163
$2163Social Studies
Business $1150
$1150Homemaking
Foreign Language $1150
Reading $ 645
$ 645
$ 645
$ 645
Libraries (Director)
Nursing (Director)
. Health Coordinator
2163
2163
2163
2163
1150
1150
1150
645
645
645
645
2463
2463
2463
2463
1450
1450
1450
945
945
945
945
2763
2763
2763
2763
1750
1750
1750
1245
1245
1245
1245
3063
3063
3063
3063
2050
2050
2050
1545
1545
1545
1545
,ft The Board reserves the right to combine those departments
haVin9 four (4) or fewer teachers under one (1) department head and pay
only one (1) department head for a combined responsibilityo
Department Beads of departments numbering as many as eight (8)
full time members shall be paid the contract salaryo Department Heads
of departments numbering more than eight (8).full time members shall be
(art.ist.ic) $1719 1719 2019 2319 2619
Level 20 $1595 1595 1895 2195 2495
IJevel 30' $1514 1514 1814 2114 2414
I~evel 4 0
Senior Class Advisor $1246 1246 1546 1846 2146
Fall Play Direct.or $1246 1246 1546 1846 2146
Senior St.udent. Cnclo Advo $1246 1246 1546 1846 2146
Level '50 '$1061 1061 1361 1661 1961
Level 60 $ 918 918 1218 1518 1818
Level 70
Junior Class Advisor $ 893 893 1193 1493 1793
Y~~arbook Business Mgro $ 893 893 1193 1493 1793
L~~vel 8 0
Junior Student. Cnclo Advo $ 698 698 998 1298, 1598
Grade School Paper Advo
, $ 698 698: 998 1298 1598
Marching Band Direct.or $ 698 698' 998 1298 1598
Level 90
Sophomore Class Advisor $ 643 643 943 1243 1543
Freshman Class Advisor $ 643 643 943 1243 '1543
Honor Societ.y Advisor=l $ 643 643 943 1243 1543
NoAoYoOo Advisor $ 643 643 943 1243 1543
Level 100
Spro Musical Producer (HS) $ 541 541 841 1141 1441
Spro Musical Producer (EL) $ 541 541 841 1141 1441
Seventh Grade Class Advo $ 541 541 841 1141 1441
Eight.h Grade Class Advo $ 541 541 841 1141 1441
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SoAoDoDo Advisor $ 541 541 841 1141 1441
Gowanda Elementary School
Yearbook Advisor $ 541 541 841 1141 1441
Othersg
Photography Advisor $ 859 859 1159 1459.
.
1759
Spring Musical Diro (Music) $ 725 725 1025 1325 1625
Mock Trial Advisor $ 390 390 690 990 1290
Fall Play Producer $ 294 294 594 894 1194
Aldrich Elementary School
Yearbook Advisor $ 294 2'94 594 894 1194
~o ~~l~~i~~ ~@~i~i@~~=~~~l~~i~~
.P.~llcoaches with Appendix C 'section lIB" service credited in
Gowanda Central School who have been in the same position for three or
more years are to be placed on the stipend schedule at the third year
of service (for the 2000=2001 school year) and receive an additional
$5000 Additional service step increments will be paid at the sixth year
and the ninth year in the same sport 0 A movement within the same sport
regardless of level is considered years of service in that sport 0
Coaches will retain their service step status in the event of a break
of service and are to be placed commensurate with their level of .
experience upon return 0 A person who has three or more years of
exieting service, in an Appendix C athletic appoi]~tment, and either
adds an additional assignment or changes to any other Appendix C
athletic assignment will be credited with 3 years of service at this
new a.ssignment0 The maximum credit for service provided, prior to the
34
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2000=01 school yearg will be three (3) years 0
I, I
Coaches whose teams advance into sectional play will receive an
. additional stipend of $200 per week for competition after the last
County contesto County contests include season ending meetso For the
Federated sportsg the season is considered over after the last
scheduled contesto
Level 10
Varsity Football
Varsity Basketball (Boyi)
Varsity Basketball (Girls)
Varsity Baseball
Varsity Lacrosse
Varsity Softball
Varsity Wrestling
Level 20
Assto Varsity Football
JoVo Football
JoVo basketball (Boys)
JQVO Basketball (Girls)
Assto Wrestling
Assto Varsity Baseball
Varsity Track (Boys)
Varsity Track (Girls)
Varsity Volleyball (Girls)
Yearbook Advisor
(Q)(Q)=(Q) 1
$2938
$2938
$2938
$2938
$2938
$2938
$2938
$2269
$2269
$2269
$2269
$2269
$2269
$2269
$2269
$2269
$2269
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2938
2938
2938
2938
2938
2938
2938
2269
2269
2269
2269
2269
2269
2269
2269
2269
2269
~ ~g'o
3438
3438
3438
3438
3438
3438
3438
2769
2769
2769
2769
2769
2769
27b9
2769
27~9
2769
~ ~g'o ~ ~g'o
3938
3938
3938
3938
3938
3938
3938
3269
3269
3269
4438
4438
4438
4438
4438 .
'4438
4438
3769
3769
3769
3269' 3769
3269
3269
3269
3269
3269
3269
3769
3769
3769
3769
3769
3769
-_.'._1
Le"el 3.
FrE~shman Basketball $1763 1763 2263 2763 3263
Frf~shman Football $1763 1763 2263 2763 3263
J.V. Baseball $1763 1763 2263 2763 3263
Rifle $1763 1763 2263 2763 3263
Cross Country $1763 1763 2263 2763 3263
JV Softball $1763 1763 . 2263 2763 3263
Va.rsity Volleyball (Boys) $1763 1763 2263 2763 3263
Assistant Varsity Lacrosse $1763 1763 2263 2763 3263
J.V. Lacrosse $1763 1763 2263 2763 3263
J tlV. Volleyball (Girls) $1763 1763 2263 2763 3263
Assistant Track $1763 1763 2263 2763 3263
LE~vel 4.
Golf $1347 1347 1847 2347 2847
Cheer leading Adv.(Football) $1347 1347 1847. . . 2347 2847
Cheer leading Adv.(Bsktball) $1347 1347 1847 2347 2847
Tennis (Boys) $1347 1347 1847 2347 .2847
Tenni.s (Girls) $1347 1347 1847 2347 2847
Bowling (Co-ed) ;$1347 1347 1847 2347 2847
J"r .High Sch. Modified Ath. $1347 1347 1847 2347 2847
Jr .V. Volleyball (Boys) $1763 1763 2263 2763 3263
IJevel 5.
~1ajorette Advisor $1103 1103 1603 2103 2603
Jr. Hi School Modified Asst. $1103 1103 1603 210.3 2603
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10069 11011 11056 12002
14004 14060 15018 15079
12051 13001. 13054 14008
12051 13001 13054 14008
((;0
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Chaperones - dances/spectator
buses/ticket taker
Intramural
$10028
$13050
Timers $12003
$12003Camera Operator
All chaperonesg Intramural Teachersg Timers and Camera Operators
will be paid on an hourly basis as per the above rateo
The Board and the Association are in agreement that the salaried
positions and non=salaried positions for athletic and
non=athletic positions pertaining to "Extra Assignmentsll listed
in Paragraph 6002 hereing together with the salary reflected for each
respective position recited in the said Paragraph 6002 are in accord
with any and all standards pertaining to non=discrimination includingg
but not limited tOg nondiscrimination among males and femalesg athletic
assignments and athletic opportunities for students as may have been
established by any court of lawg legislatureg or administrative body
duly authorized to implement the same as of the date of execution of
this Agreemento
60(0)3 ~i~~~ll~~~@~~ ~@m~~~~~~i@~ X~~~~
~o For each additional month employed beyond the school yearg
non=teaching professional staff members will receive ail
additional 1/10 of their salary based upon the salary
schedule in effect at the time of this additional service 0
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This does not apply to summer curriculum writing, where the
District may contract individually with teacherso
Guidance Counselors are II-month employees and, as suchu are
required to work twenty (20) days within the period between
the last required teacher attendance day and the first
required teacher attendance day of the following school yearo
For these additional days, they are to be compensated at
1/10th of their base salaryo In addition, the Guidance
Director will be compensated at a rate of 5% of his/her
contract salary and the Appendix C Section A salaried, non-
athletic tier benefito The days worked in the summer will be
determined by the building principal, giving each Guidance
Counselor the option of taking ten (10) consecutive days off'
during their summer work sessiono It is understood that the
work day for Guidance personnel shall be the same as for
teachers 0
Co- All personnel who. are authorized to travel on official
business in their personal vehicles will be reimbursed at a
rate of twenty-five (025) cents per mile effective July 1,
20010
First aid, CPR, and Life-Guarding courses shall be provided
at District expense for teachers designated by the District
to coach one (1) or more sports and/or those who teach
physical education courseso The District shall select the
site where instruction shall take placeo
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Eo For each additional day that. teachers choose 't,owork beyond
the school calendar year or' to add time tq their w~rkday,
when such time is provided by the Districtg they shall be
paid according to the following scheduleg
10 Full day instruction (ioeo, Special Education summer
school) 1/200th of salary
20 Part time instruction (i0eo, part day summer sC,hool,
kindergarten screening) $30/hour
Training rate (ioeo, new technology training)$20/hour
Curriculum writing' $20/hour
~..~.
Kindergarten '~dfeening will be completed by the
screening team (kindergarten teachers, psychologist., and /
~
speech therapist) prior to the end of the school year,
exclusive of the last five (5) stu~ent attendance dayso
The teachers will schedule, prior to the end of the school year,
one. day for makc=up screening before the schoo~ year b~g.ins 0
The team will be compensated for the make up.day and for time
spent after their work day, at the instructional rate 0
~o@~ ~e~~~~~ ~~~~i~i~~~i@~
With the sincere desire to'provide the students of Gowanda Cent.ral
Schools wit~ the beat quality education possible, the Board of
Education and the Gowanda Teachers' Association agreesg
As of September 1, 1975, professional personnel who complete five
(5) years of service in the Gowanda Central School Syst.em and who do
not complete all requirements for Permanent. Certification as of
3~
~.
September 1 of their sixth year of teaching in Gowandag may be retained
on their current salary schedule step until all requirements are
completed 0 When a professional has completed all said requirements in
any given year between September 1 and August 31v he may be entitled to
move up to the next step on the salary scheduleg to become effective
September 1 of the following yearg in accordance with Board policyo
(§)
0
(Q)~
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Long term substitute teachers shall be paid according to their
placement on the regular salary schedule 0 Such placement shall be
governed by the substitute teacher's prior service in the Gowanda
Distric:tg including prior services as a long term substitute and by the
substitute teacher's graduate hours and college degrees attained 0 In
additiong long term substitutes will be entitled to ten (10) sick days
per yearg pro=ratedg and one (1) personal leave day per semester 0
A Long Term Substitute that works the full school year shall be
prbvid~~~ the Hospitalization and surgical benefits described in Section
9001 of this Agreemento
60@6 ~~~~ll~~~~ iIill ~~~~~iIill~ oo@Iilli~~
In each year of the Agreementg the District shall apply for the
mon~y :made available to Section 3602 (27) of the New York State
Education Law and Article 14 of the New York State Civil Service Lawo
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.l 0 The Board shall allow each teacher employed by the District a
leave of absence during such times as said teacher suffers
any personal sickness or physiqal disability (including
pregnancy g) which restricts such teacher's ability to perform
required duties and/or when the performance of duties would
be detrimental to the health of such teacher 0 Providedg
howeverg
a) In cases of excess absence of a staff memberu the School
Superintendent may require proof of sickness or
disability by requiring either a written statement from
the absentee's physician or a medical examination by the
School Physiciang as the teacher shall choose 0
b) At any time the School Superintendent has reasonable
cause to believe that a teacher employed by the District
is ill or disabled (including pregnancyu) to the extent
that such illness or disability impairs such teacher's
ability to perform duties or that a teacher who has been
absent because of such illness or disability has
sufficiently recovered to enable the resump',ion of
duties without physical injuryu the School
Superintendent may require a written statement from such
teacher's physician or a medical examination by the
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School Physicianp as the teacher'shall choose, to
determine such 't'eacher's fitness' to continue or return
to duties 0 Such physician's statement shall not be
unreasonably requested nor shall they be required of the
same teacher more frequently than once in any six (6)
week periodo
In each instance where a teacher employed by the
District suffers any sickness or other disability
(including pregnancy) which is reasonably expected to
prevent said teacher from performing duties for a period
in excess of ten consecutive daysp the Superintendent of
Schools may require either a written statement from the
absentee's physician or a medical examination by the
School Physician, as the teacher shall choose, to
determine as far as possible the probable duration of
the leave of absence required by such teacher 0
d) In those instances where a teacher employed by the
District shall know in advance of an anticipated illness
or other disability which shall require such teacher to
take a leave of absence (ioeop advance notice of
elective surgeryp expected childbirthp etco) such
teacher shall notify the Board in writing indicating as
far as possible the expected da~e of commencement of the
sickness or disability leave of absencep and the
anticipated period of duration of such leave of absence 0
That none of the provisions herein shall in any way
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restrict the rights of the Board or Superintendent of
Schools to terminate the employment of a teacher because
of physical or mental disability pursuant to the
provisions of the Education Law of the State of New
Yorko
~o ~@~@~~~~~i@~ ~~~i~~ Xll~~~~ @~ ~i~~~ili~w ~~~w~~
The Board shall allow each teacher employed by the Districtg
illness or disability leaves without loss of salary for twelve(12)
working days in any year, and provided furtherg that if any such
employee does not use the full amount of'such sick leave allowed
in any school yearg the amount not used may be accumulated from
year to yearo
~i~k 1L~~w~ ~~~kCo
,
1 0 Each teacher will be a member of the'Sick Leave Bank and
shall contribute days from his/her accumulated allowance
(70010B) as followsg for the original contribution to the
sick bank in the school year 1987=880
'
If the Teacher has accumulatedg His/her contribution will beg
30 ~ 90 days
91 ~ 150 days
1 sick day
3 sick days
151 or more 5 sick days
20 The purpose of the Sick Leave Bank is to protect teachers
against economic catastrophe in the event of prolonged
disability and the exhaustion of personal sick leave 0
A prolonged disability is an injury or illness which is a
continuous absence of fifteen (15) working days for a first
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year teacherg twenty (20) working days for a second year
teacherg and thirty (30) working days for all other teacherso
30 Teachers meeting,requirements of Section Co2 and wishing to
.
,
utilize days from the,Sick Leave Bank may apply for a maximum
of ninety (90) days per school year in the following manner
and under the fol~owing conditionsg
.ao Accumulated personal sick leave must be exhausted 0
Written application to the Superintendent of Schools andbo
the Teachers' Association 0
Co Medical confirmation of needo .
40 Judgment relative to the awarding of Sick Leave days shall be
rendered by the Sick Bank Committee consisting ofg
ao 3 members of the Teachers' Association appointed by the
President of the Associationg with one representative
from each building,
bo 3 members from Administration appointed by the
Superintendent of Schools.
50 Sick Leave Bank time shall start when all accumulated
personal sick leave is exhausted and/or defined disability
requirements of Section Co2 are meto
60 Judgments rendered by the Sick Leave Bank Committee shall not
be subject to the grievance procedureo A majority of the
Sick Leave Bank Committee must approve application fo~
Benefits 0 Due to extreme circum~tancesg the Sick Leave Bank
Committee may waive the continuous absence of fifteen (15)
working days for 1styear teachers 0 A waiver may be granted
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after the review of each individual caseo The waiver would
allow the teacher to draw from the Sick Leave Bank before the
end of the fifteen (15) day periodo
70 In the event that the Sick Leave Bank diminishes to
fewer than 100 days during any school yearg each tenured
teacher shall contribute one (1) additional day from his/her
personal accrual 0
80 Teachers planning to retire in the year that the Bank is
stockedg shall be exempt from contributingo
JQ)0
~~~~~~~~~~ ~~i~~~~
Employees in this bargaining unit who use no family or
personnel illness days during any school year'will receive a
savings bond in the amount of five hundred dollars ($500) 0 . The
. .
bond will be awarded in September of the school year following the.
year of perfect attendance 0 Use of bereavement leave or personal
bu.siness leave does not adversely impact the attendance stipend 0
'o@~ ~~~~~W x~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~i~~ ~~i~i~i~i~w JQ)~~i~~ ~~~w~~ @~
~~~)ili~~
Ao Any Teacher absent because of sickness disabilitYg or other
leave (except sabbatical) for more than one-half (1/2) of the
yearly total work days shall receive no credit for any part
of that school year toward salary increments (service credit)
or longevity credito
Those teachers who are on a paid leave (eogog sick leaveBo
where sick leave accumulation is still availableg sabbatical
45
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leaveg bereavement leave of three days or less) will continue
to receive employee benef its (e ..go' health insurance) as
stipulated in the Agreement 0
Those teachers who are on an unpaid leave may continue to bec..
eligible for employee benefitsg but not at the expense of the
Districto
10@~ ~~~w~~ @~ ~~~~~~ ~@~ ~~~~ @~ ~~il~r~~ W~~~~ @~~ ~~~~ @~ &@~
Ao Any teacher employed by the District who is the parentg
natural or adoptiveg of a child under one year of ageg or who
reasonably anticipates the birth or'adoption of such childg
may apply for a leave of absence for the purpose of caring
for said childg and the Board shall not refuse such leave of
absenceg providedg
10 Whenever possibleg the leave of absence shall be
requested at least thirty (30) days prior to the date on
which it is to commencep and
20 The teacher requesting such leave of absence does not
have a spouse residing in his or her household who is
available to and capable of caring for such infant child
(any spouse 'of such teacher who is in fact employed in a
full=time position shall not be considered as available
to care for such childp) and
'30 The leave of absence requested wi 1.1 be terminated at the
end of the school semester in which the leave commences
or at the end of the school semester following the.
semester in whic~ the leave commencesQ and
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40 That in order to be reinstatedg such teacher must notify
the Board in writing at least four (4) months prior to
the end of such leave of absence an intention to return
at the expiration of such leaveg except when the leave
of absence requested is for a period of less than four
(4) monthsg in which case the request for such leave
must include a written statement of such teacherg
stating an intention to return at the termination of
such leave 0
Bo There will be no limit as to the number of child care leaves
a teacher may take for the care of children under the age of
one yearg providedg howeverg that no more than one leave of
absence may be granted for the care of the same childo
Co A teacher who has been granted a leave of absence for the
care of a child under one year of age may not resume duties
prior to the expiration of the granted leave of absence
without the permission of the Boardg which shall have
absolute discretion as to granting or refusing requests for
earlier reinstatement 0
'o@~ ~~~~~w@~e~~ ~~~w~
The Board shall allow each teacher employed by the District four
(4) 'dayspaid bereavement leave per death in a teacher's family0 Such
days shall be non=cumulative and not part of a teacher's sick or
personal leave timeo If circumstances ariseg the Superintendent .may
grant additional days from a teacher's accumulated sick leave 0 Family
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bereavement will be allowed because of the death of the teacher's
parent(s)q grandparent(s)q childq grandchildq brotherq sisterq spouseq
mother-in-lawq father-in-lawq brother-in-law, or sister~in-lawo The
definiti.on of family shall include Domestic Partner and stepfamily
. members 0
ThE~ District shall also allow each teacher one (1) day paid
o
bereaveD1ent leave per occurrence to attend the funeral of the teacher's
auntq uncleq nieceq nephewq or someone for whom the teacher provides
custodial careo
1o@~ W~~ilV Xll~~~~
The Board shall allow each teacher employed. by the district leave
'of absence not exceeding five (5) days per year because of tbe illness
o~, such teacher's spouse q childq mother q father q mother-in-law q or
father-in-lawq when such illness requires the tea~her's presence to
care for or attend to such ill relative 0 In cases where .both husband
and wife are employedq only one may be absent because of the illness of
such family membero Such leave'of absence for family illness shall.be
non-cumulative 0
Such days of absence for family illness shall be with pay and
"charged against the teacher's available sick time provided howeverq
that no pa}~ent may be made for days that would reduce the total used
and unused sick days for the year to ten (10) or lesso
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The Board shall, grant teachers employed by the.Di.strict three (3)
days of personal leave without requiring said teacher to submit the
, .
reason for such personal leave 0 Personal leave must be granted by the
Superintendent upon thirty~six (36) hours 'prior notic'er provided
conditions permit the employee to be absent. from his jobp and that a
. . .
substitute is available 0 Personal leave' shall not be .granted for a
school'day immediately preceding or following a scheduled vacation or
holidayp except for extenuating circumstanceso
Should personal leave days not be used during the yearp they may
.
be c?-cc:u.inulated as sick leave benefits 0
. .
'o~1 ~~bba~i~~l ~e~w~
A Sabbatical Leave for approved study and/or educational travel
will be granted by the Board provided the following conditions apply~
Ao Applicant must have been an employee of the District for at
least seven (7) years 0
Bo Applicant must possess permanent certificationo
.C 0 Applicant must make request for leave in writingp stating
purposes and objectives of the Sabbatical no later than March
lp of any given yearp to be effective the next school yearo
Do Applicant will assure the Boardp in writingp that the teacher
will return to the District for a minimum of two (2) years
i~~ediately following the period of study 0
Any teacher who resigns from the Gowanda District within twoE IJ
(2) school years mentioned in number 4 above shall reimburse
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the District an amount of money equal to fifty percent (50%)
of the salary and benefits which was received during
Sabbatical Leave 0
Fo Any teacher who does not return to the District following a
Sabbatical Leave shall reimburse the District an amount of
money equal to all salary and benefits which was received
during his Sabbatical Leave 0
Upon the completion of the Sabbatical Leave, the teacher willGo
have to submit a concise written summation to the Board of
Education of the professional benefit of the Sabbatical Leave
to the teacher and to the Districto
~~~~i~l ~~@wi~i@~~ = The Board of Education will act upon all
applications which carry the endorsement of the Superintendent by May
10 Not more than two (2) professional staff memb,ers shall be granted a
Sabbat:ical Leave in anyone yearo No Leave will be granted unless a
recomDlendedcertified replacement is available0 The ~pproved applicant
shall be granted fifty percent (50%) of the applicant's base pay for a
full year's absence without restriction on grants or fellowship awards
received 0 The year Sabbatical will be considered as a year of teaching
respeGtively, for future salary purposeso No sick or personal leave
will be received by the applicant 0
~~~~~~i@~~ = The Board will consider exceptions to any of the
above regulations if application for waiver is submi~~ed in writing and
includes reasons why the waiver should be granted 0
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]~eave 's,hall be granted to any teacher employed 'in this District
for the purpose of .'jury.dutY'tat.tendance required in. 'Court as witness
by suppoenag' and military phys~cai without financial loss or sick leave
deduction0 If a teacher is a defendant or plaintiff .in a non-school
issuep this provision does not apply 0 Money received for' such duty
shall be retained by the teacher 0
, 7009 UDp~id L~~ve~
An unpaid leave of absence for a teacher'may be granted by the
District~ An unpaid leave of absence shall be for at least one (1)
se1T~est;erand shall be for no more than one (1) full school year 0 Said
leave shall be granted only if an adequate substitute is available for
the 'duration of the leave and the application for the leave is
submitted no later than April 15 of the school year prior to the leave 0
When an unpaid leave has been completedg the teacher shall be returned
to the position which the teacher left unless it is no longer in
existence 0 A teacher on a one (1) school year leave must notify the
Superintendent by April 15g if he/she intends to return at the start of
the school yearo In the event that such leave is deniedg written
r~ason(s) ~hall be provided to the teacher by the Districto
'010 ~~milv ~e~i~~l ~e~v~ ~~~
Notwithstanding the foregoingy leave prov~sions specified in this
section shall be at a minimum compliant with the Family Medical Leave'
Act of 19930 Election of applica.tion for leave benefits is at the
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discrei:ion of the applicant 0 No provision of this section of the
Agreement shall diminish any benefit as stipulated in the Family
Medical Leave Acto
-~.,-.-
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~oOl Educ~ticD~l ~cDfsr~Dce
A teacher in attendance at an educational conference approved by
the Board of Education will receive the teacher's full salary and the
substitute will be paid by the Board of Education 0
~rhe teacher will keep a detailed account of the expenses at the
conference 0 The Board of Education will pay all of the approved
expenses 0
Within one week of the conference, the teacher will prepare a
writt.en report of the conference that will accompany the request for
reimk>ursement of expenses to the Superintendent of Schools 0
~oO~ ~u~eriDteDdeDt8~ ~~W
A date or dates each school year may be set aside for the purpose
of sc~hool-wide educational conferences and/or professional growth
programs 0 They will be planned by the Superintendent 0
~oOJ. vi~it~ticD ~~w~
In an attempt to foster teacher program development, teachers may
be permitted to engage in visitation days with payo Each visitation
day will be used for the sole purpose of visiting another school
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district as an observer 0 Teachers, desiring a visitation day are to
submit their request to the S~perintendent at least five (5) school
days prior to the visitation' dayo Those teachers engaged in a
visitation day will submit to the Superintendent a written commentary
and evaluation of their visito
~~X<C~~: X:I <= lliI(Q)~~X~~X~~~X(Q)JW HID) ID)X~~XJ1X~~
~oOl ~@~~it~li~~ti@~ ~~~ ~~~~i~~l ~1~~~
Gowanda Central School District shall have group membership in
Independent Health Gold and Community Blue II, Original or Advantage,
with a $5000 co-pay Prescription Drug programo
The District reserves the right to change health insurance
companies, provided the coverage is comparable to Independent Health
Goldo Any proposed changes in the health insurance coverage will be
reviewed. by a committee of the Teachers' Associationo
The School District's share shall be 100% of the premium rates in
effect on July 1, 20000 Any and all premium rate increases in effect on
or after January 1, 2001, shall be paid by the teacher via payroll
deductions 0 The School District will then assume 100% of the premium
rates again, effective July 1, 20010 Premium rate increases on or after
January 1, 2002, will be paid by the teacher via payroll deductionsJ
',,11:"'3chCJoI .Jistrict will then assume 100% of the premiun~ rates again,
effective July 1, 20020 Premium rate increases on or after January 1,
2003 will be paid by the teacher via payroll deductionsJ the School
District will then assume 100% of the premium rates again, effective
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~July 1, 2003. Premium rate increases on or after January 1, 2004 will
be paid by the teacher via payroll deductions; the School District will
then assume 100% of the premium rates again, effective July 1, 2004.
Premium rate increases on or after ,January 1, 2005 wi~l be paid by the
teacher via payroll deductions; the School District will then assume
100% of the premium'rates again, effective July 1, 2005.
Retiring teachers, after July 1, 1982, shall be allowed to
continue, at their option, to make their required premium payments at
the group rates under the current plan of health insurance coverage.
It will be the teacher's responsibility to notify the District at least
two (2) months prior to becoming age sixty-five (65) or going on
Medicare. Payment must be made to "The Gowanda Central School
District," the fifteenth (15th) of the month, to be effective for the
first (1st) of the month. Changes in marital status, child coverage,
and address change 'must be reported to the District.
A teacher may choose Blue Cross/Blue Shield Traditional Coverage,
Class 4 and 6, Select-91 plan, with $50 deductible major Medical Rider
to $1,000,000 and riders 8 (Dependent coverage to age 23), 9
(Ambulance), 21 (Psychiatric care), 22 (Ambulatory care), and $5 co-pay
Presc:ription Drug Program (no contraceptives) or what is then being
offered by the Erie 2 Chautauqua, Cattaraugus BOCES Co-operative
Medical Group.
The District sh~ll qnly be required to pay the premium an set
forth in 9.01 for the Independent Health cover~~e; the employee would
be rl~sponsible for the difference and any increased premiums of the
Independent Health Plan as set forth in 9.01.
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The District will establish a fund, not to exceed $6,000 each year
for those teachers deemed qualified by a committee to require continued
coverage under BC/BS. Only people enrolled in BC/BS as of 09/01/96 may
apply. The Association shall notify the Business Office of those
approved by the committee by 10/15'~f each year. The Committee shall
consist of six (6) teachers, with all three buildings being
represented, appointed by the GTA president. The membership of the
committee shall be known only to the president and members thereof.
Application for monies from the fund must be made to the GTA'president
by October 1o~ the'school year. The committee will meet between
October 1 and October 10 to consider all applications and will notify
applicants and the Business Office of those approved for funds and of
the division of monies October 15th.
Only those current instructional staff employees who are enrolled
in the Blue Cross/Blue Shield Traditional Plan's supplemental fund
(cited earlier in this section) as of July 1, 2000 may continue to
participate in the ,fund. Should these employees separate service from
the District or elect to change to another insurance program provided
by the District, their access to the fund ceases. The fund will cease
to exist upon its membership being reduced to zero.
Beginning in the second year of this agreement, the District will
offer additional health insurance options. The District will provide
the additional choices while maintaining the current rate of
contribution described earlier in this section. Employees in this unit
who are eligible to participate in the District's health insurance
program may elect to change their health ,insurance option on an annual
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basis during the open enrollment period.
Financial savings experienced when an employee' elects an
alternative offering will be divided. equally between the'District and
the employee. The employee's portion of the savings will be placed in
an IRC 105(h) account for the'employee's use, and administered'by.the
third party administrator that 'provides the Flexible spending Account
administration. The 105(h) plan will have an accrual maximum of
$2,500. The plan year for the 105(h) shall be the 12 month period
following the annual open enrollment period of the health insurance
options.
In the second year of the agreement, the benchmark for determining
any savings will be the Independent Health Encompass A Plan (formerly
known as the Gold Plan) with a $5 co-pay prescription card benefit. In
the third, fourth, and fifth years of the agreement, the benchmark will
be the Independent Health Encompass A Plan with a $7 co-pay
prescription card. benefit.
If any health insurance benefits offered under this agreement
become unavailable, the District and the Union will create a committee
to E!xplore mutually agreeable options. The District, at a minimum,
will continue to contribute at the level described in the above
. .
paragraph Any additional health insurance offering must be mutually
agreed to by the District and the Union.
The District will provide one family plan or two single plans' to
those"District .employees who are married to instructional staff unit
membe'rs .
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~9.02 pisabilitv Comoensation Insurance
All teachers are covered by Workmen's Compensation Insurance which
protects them in case of accidents while on duty.' In the event of such
an accident, the teacher should immediately notify the building
.
'
principal so the proper forms may be executed by school authorities and
the attending physician.
,Whenever a regularly employed teacher is absent from his
employment and unable to perform his duties as a result of personal
injuries caused by accident or an assault occurring in the course of
his employment as a teacher or in an authorized extra-curricular
activity, he shall be paid his full salary during his absence from his
emplo~nent up to a period of one (1) year, by the School District.
The amount of any weekly workmen's compensation award for
temporary disability due to said injury shall be paid to the Board in
'full by the employee, and no part of such absence shall be charged to
hi's'annual or accumulated sick leave. Said person may be subject to
. examination by a school physician or a physician of the Board's choice.
AR~ICLE X - RETIREMENT
10.01 Retirement Award
The philosophy considered by the joint Board-Teacher Committee
determining the method of granting a retirement aw~rd to teachers
retiring from the Gowanda Central School System is as follows: .
A. The number of years a teacher remains a productive and
satisfactory teacher within the system should be considered.
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B,.
(See Article XI, Section 11.05)
Teachers who have used their sick leave benefits only' for. .
legitimate reasons and have not abused or mis~s$d. this
benefit to the detriment of their pupils should:be given ~on-
c.
sideration.
Teachers who have had a relatively short term of .emp~oyment,
but who have been very satisfactory; or 'teachers who have
lost all their sick days because of emergency reasons
occurr{ng in the year or years just previous to retirement,
but have given satisfactory service, should not be penalized.
Therefore, a teacher retirement award adopted by the Gowanda
Central School System will be determine~ 'in the followiQg
way:
.
,
1. Teachers' will receive $100..00 per year for' each year of
satisfactory service within .the Gowanda System.
a. Teachers who served in districts that have since
become part of the Gowanda System shall have their
b.
years within those systems count toward this award.
A' system of determining "satisfactory" service will
.be se~ up by the Superintendent of Schools and the
building' Principals. Teachers within. the System
will be notified at least once a year.by the . .
. Superintendent of Schools and advised whether their
year is satisfac'tory for purposes of this award.
c. All teachers presently employed will be considered
satisfactory for all their years of service up to
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and includin~ 1971-72~ The sa~isfactory evaluation
shall begin with the 1972-73 school yearo
20 Upon retirementp teachers will receive an amount equal
to 1/3 of their unused sick days times the'daily rat~ of
the starting bachelor's.schedule for up to 200 sick
days 0
Teachers accruing 201 or more sick da'yswill
receive an amount equal to one-half (1/2) of 200 days
times the daily rate of the starting bachelor's
schedule 0
30 Teachers will receive a proficiency increment of
$lpOOOoOO or a percentage thereofp which' percentage .will. .
be the same as the teachers' percentage of satisfactory
years of service compared with the total years of.
service determined in Section Ao
EXAMPLEg If 15 of a total of 20 years were considered
satisfactoryp the 3/4 of the $lpOOOoOO would be awarded..
To be eligible for this awardp teachers must be eligible for'
.
retirement benefits according to the criteria of the .New York
State Teachers' Retirement System and be indeed retiring.and
not just leaving the Gowanda Systemo
Teachers planning to retire must notify the Superintendent in
w+,iting by November 1 of the year prior to their retirement 0 (eog.o
retirement date July lp 2001p notification date November lp 2000)~
Failure to notify the Superintendent will result in the delay of the
retirement award until as soon as practicable in the next fiscal yearo
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The time sequence between notifibation and retirement date may be
waived .through mutual agreement between the Superintendent and the
president of the Association. Extenuating circumstances which may
permit the waiver shall include but not be limited to: disability
retirement, death in the family, catastrophic illness, change in
marital status, or catastrophic financial reversal. Individuals who
submit letters of notification to the Superintendent will be assured
that th.e retirement letters will be held in abeyance until April 1,
after ~rhich the letters will be accepted by the Board of' Education.
'A~'ards shall be granted subject to all conditions herein by the
Board of Education upon recommendation of the Superintendent. This'
action. by the Board of Education shall be considered final.
A teacher who has met the above specifications and will receive a
retireInent award may choose to have the retirement award placed into a
trust and agency account on the teacher's retirement date to be used to
purchase Health Insurance as p~ovided in Section 9.01 of this
Agreement, as long as the money lasts. The District shall have the
option to maintain a separate account for each retired member or may
co-mingle all the retired ~embers into one (1) account. Such account
will bear interest at the prevailing rate. In the event of a co-
mingled. account the District shall 'pro-rate the interest attributable
to each member, and such computation shall be final and binding.
Upon the death of the retired member, the remaining amount of the
teacher's account shall be paid to the duly appointed representatives
of the! member I s estate.
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~ARTICLE XI - GENERAL
11.01 Personnel File
Each' teacher has the right, upon request and, reasonable notice, to
review their, personnel file, with the exception of confidential
recommendations ~sed to secure a position. Each teacher shall have the
right to',be 'accompanied by a representative of the teacher" s selection
and shall have the right ~o reproduce information within the file
except 'as noted above, but the file or its contents shali not be
temovE~d "from the office and shall be reviewed, under the supervision of
an administrator.
,
The Superintendent 'of Schools' file shall be the only official
file'maintained by the District.
No material derogatory to a teacher's conduct, service, character,
or personality will be placed in the file unless the teacher has had an
opport,unity to review the material. The teacher may acknowledge that
they have had the opportunity to review such mpterial by,affixing their
signature to the copy to be filed, with the expres~ understanding that
such signature in no way indicated agreement with the contents thereof.
The teacher will also have the right to submit a written answer to such
material and ,his/her answer shall be attached to the file copy.',
11.02 Credit Union/NYSUT Benefit Trust
A.. Credit union
Employees covered by this bargaining unit may submit the
appropriate written authorization for payroll deductions in
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the amount stipulated, to be transmitted in the names of the
respective employees to the Hamburg Central Federal Credit Union.
Authorization forms 'shall be provided by the' Association.
Payroll deductions shall continue unless rescinded in wri~ing by
the employee.
In the event the administrative procedures and/or processing
for this program become an undue hardship upon the District,
nE~gotiations wi.ll begin between the District and the Association
to relieve the problem.
B. NYSUT Benefit Trust
Employees may submit the proper written authorization for
payroll deductions in the amounts stipulated, to be transmitted in
the names of respective employees to NYSUT Benefit Trust.
11.03 No Strike provision
']~heAssociation and its members agree and affirm that it does not
have, and will not assert, the right to strike.against Gowanda Central
School District, to assist or participate in a strike, withhold
servil=es, enqaqe in any form of slowdown, or to impose an obligation to
conduct, assist, or participate in such a strike.
11.04 Printed Aqreement
Co"pies of this Agreement shall be prin.tedat the expense of the
Board and given to all teachers now employed or hereafter employed by
the Board within two weeks after its execution or employment if that
occurs later.
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~11.05 Teacher Evaluation
The performance of all teachers shall be evaluated in writing by
the building principal as 'follows:
A. Probationary teachers shall be evaluated not less than twice
per school year based, in part, on at least two (2) ,'classroom
observations.
For teachers beginning their probationary year 'in
September, the evaluations should be completed and forwarded
to the Superintendent each semester by December 5 and April 1
For those teachers whose probationary year begins
midyear, the completed evaluations will be submitted by April
1 and November 15
For teachers beginning at any other time of the year the
schedule should be adjusted so that the Superintendent
receives the year-end evaluation two and one-half (2-1/2)
working months before the end of the probationary year.
Teachers of special education will be evaluated also by
the Director of Special Education, following the same
schedule.
The year-end evaluation must include the principal's
recommendation as whether to continue employment or not.
B. Each teacher shall be evaluated formally not less than once
every two (2) years with a written evaluation based on
classroom observation.
c. Itinerant teachers will be evaluated by the building
principal following the schedules in 1 and 2 for those
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semesters in which the teacher is assigned to the 'building.
D. After the evaluation is prepared by the principal and before
it is presented to the teachers, it.will be'reviewed by the
Superintendent. The Superintendent will sign the evaluation
to indicate that he is in agreement with the. fairness and
accuracy of the evaluation.
]4'... A copy of the evaluation shall be shown to the. teacher' for
information and review. The teacher shall, after and upon
completion of joint review, sign the evaluation' and shall
have the prerogative of signifying 'if the teacher agrees or
does not agree with the evaluation. The principal shall keep
at least one copy on file in the building for future
reference by the teacher and/or administration during the
tenure of a teacher in that building~ the'.other copy shall be
forwarded to the Superintendent's office.; The re~aining copy
shall be given to the teacher.
11.06 Flexible Benefit Plan
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, hereinafter referred to as the 125
Plan shall be established by the District to be effective upon
acceptance of the plan document by the District.
A. Teachers may utilize the plan in accordance with the IRS
rules for:
1. Accident and health plans including medical insurance,
medical reimbursement, disability insurance, etc.
2. Group Term Life Insurance
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The District shall assume the start up cost.
The District shall pay the monthly administrative fees.
The District keeps unexpended monies which remain in the Plan
3. Dependent Care Assistant.
B. The plan year for the 125 plan shall be the 12 month per16d
following the annual open enrollment period of ~he health
insurance options found in article 9.
C.
D.
E.
.F.
at the end of the Plan year.
The District shall select the third party administrator.
11.07 Distance Learninq ProQram
Effective July 1, 1996, a Distance Learning Program will be
provided by the District. The implementation of this program shall not
result in the reduction of any bargaining unit member from full-time to
part-time, nor a reduction of the number of full time equivalent
p6~itions in the bargaining unit.
No teacher will be assigned Distance Learning classes unless
trained. Teacher Distance Learning training shall be strictly
voluntary. Distance Learning teacher assignments will only be made
after consultation with the teacher.
There shall be no additional compensation of teachers of Distance
Learning c~asses. It is to be treated in the same manner as teacher
assignments agreed to in other sections of this AgreementG
Teachers of Distance Learning classes shall not receive any
additional preparation periods for their participation in the Distance
Learning program. The Distance Learning program shall not adversely
.
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impact the preparation time or workload of any bargaining unit 'members
who are~ not involved in the Distance Learning program.
~o the degree possible, ieceiving and transmitting clas~es shall
be limite~ to 15 students per class.
The school district receivirig the transmitted lesson shall assume
full responsibility for the supervision of the students in the
receiving' schools. Teachers of the Distance Learning classes shall not
be held accountable for the failure of discipline at the remote site.
The District shall provide supervision as necessary for the maintenance
of discipline when the classroom is used as a receiving site.
Evaluation of teachers in the Distance Learning program shall be
in 'accordance with the current contract.
There will be a committee consisting of two (2) members appointed
by the president of the Association and two (2) members appointed by
the Superintendent. This committee shall make recommendations to the
District and the Association on areas that may need to be addressed for
the successful continuation of the Distance Learning Program.
ARTICL,E XII - TERM OF THE AGREEMENT
12.01 Full AQreement
'I~hisAgreement shall, continue full and complete commitments
betwee~n both parties and may be 'altered, changed, added to, deleted
from, or modified only through the voluntary, mutual consent of the
. partiE~s in a written and signed amendment to this Agreement. If the
Board adopts a change in policy which affects wages', hours or terms and
condi1:ions of employment, as provided by the Taylor Law, which is not
,
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covered by the Terms of.this:Agreem~nt, the Board will notify the
Assoc:iation in writing that it has made such a change, and the
Association will have th~ right.to negotiate such item with the Board,
provided that it files such a request with the Board within ten (10)
calendar days after receipt of said notice.
WHEREAS, "IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY
PROVISION OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS
THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE
BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL."
12.02 Individual Aareement
,~ny individual arrangement, agreement, or contract between the
Board and an individual teacher, heretofore executed, shall be subject
to and consistent with the terms and conditions of this Agreement, and
any individual arrangement, agreement, or contract hereafter executed
.shall be expressly made subject to and consistent with the terms of
this or subsequent agreements to be executed by the parties. If an
individual arrangement, agreement, or contract contains any language
inconsistent with this Agreement, this Agreement, during its duration
shall be controlling.
12.03 Savinas Clause
If any provision of this Agreement or any application of the
Agreement to any teacher or group of teachers shall be found contrary
to law, then such provision or application shall not be deemed valid
and subsisting except to the extent permitted by law, but all other
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provisions or applications shall continue in full force and effect.
12.04 Aqreement Supersedes
~rhis Agreement shall supersede any rules, regulations, or
practices of the Board which shall be contrary to or inconsistent with
its t~~rms. The provisions of this Agreement shall be incorporated into
and b.~considered part of the established policies of the Board.
12.05 Neqotiations
Requests for negotiations to a successor Agreement shall be made
by ei"ther party directly to the other party in writing by February 1 of
the year in which this Agreement expires. Such requests will be made
to the Superintendent with a copy being sent to the President of the
Board. In case of requests to the Association, such request shall be
made to the President of the Association.
12.06 Duration of Aqreement
This Agreement shall become effective beginning July 1, 2000 and
remain in force and eff~ct until the 30th day of June, 2005.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement
to be executed, each by its duly authorized official or
representatives, the day and year first above written.
GOWANDA CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT GOWANDA TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION
Dated:
PRESIDENT
By ~~ ~~~;~
Dated:3"L'J?u c-90 cJ~
~
'
By
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